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Introduction

Canada’s commercial seal hunt is the largest hunt for a
marine mammal anywhere in the world. The
commercial seal hunt is conducted off the east coast of
Canada, in two areas known as the “Front” and the
“Gulf” (Figure 1).  Harp seals (Pagophilus groenlandicus)
are the main species targeted in this hunt but there are
also commercial quotas for hooded (Cystophora cristata)
and grey (Halichoerus grypus) seals. Between 2000-2007,
over 2 million harp seals were reported killed in
Canada’s commercial seal hunt; over 96% of these were
pups under one year of age. 

Various aspects of Canada’s commercial seal hunt are
prescribed by the Marine Mammal Regulations (MMR)
of the Fisheries Act.  According to these regulations, harp
seals may be commercially hunted in most regions
between November 15 and May 15.  In practice, the
vast majority of harp seals are taken during the 2
months immediately following weaning, with hunting
commencing around the end of March. While it is not
uncommon for Canada’s Minister of Fisheries to extend
the closing date of the hunt until late June, most harp
seals have migrated further northward and are more
widely dispersed at this time.

Under the Regulations, seals may be killed using two
methods: by manually striking an animal on the
forehead or by shooting.  Under the current MMR,
seals may be struck only with a hakapik or club, and
seals may be shot with a rifle or shotgun. Detailed
specifications for each of these tools are further
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described in the regulations, including size, weight,
and firepower. In practice, however, a wide variety
of implements  not referred to in the MMR are used
to kill seals. 

This document describes the various tools used for
killing seals in Canada’s commercial seal hunt.  The
MMR, and the information in this document, does
not apply to the hunting of seals in Arctic regions
of Canada, which is conducted primarily by Inuit.
The seal hunt that takes place in Canada’s Arctic
includes different species of seals. Other tools are
used to kill these seals, such as nets and harpoons.
These tools are not covered here.

Figure 1. Map showing location of Canada’s commercial
seal hunt.
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Hakapik

A hakapik is a tool first introduced by Norwegians to
kill young seals (whitecoat harp seals and blueback
hooded seals), that is now permitted to kill seals in
Canada.  Hakapiks were first defined in the Canadian
Seal Protection Regulations in 1976, at which time they
were permitted for use on the Front. In 1979 they were
permitted for use in the Gulf. Canadian sealers have
stated a preference for the hakapik over the rifle, stating
that it is more secure and cheaper to use (NAMMCO
2004, p 7).

Physical specification of the hakapik

While the specific measurements of the hakapik as
outlined in the MMR have not changed greatly since
1976, the appearance of the hakapik ferrule has changed
dramatically (Figures 2 and 3). 

The current MMR require that the hakapik consist of
a metal ferrule weighing at least 340 g, with a slightly
bent spike not more than 14 cm in length on one side
of the ferrule, and a blunt projection not more than 
1.3 cm in length on the opposite side of the ferrule. The
ferrule is attached to a wooden handle measuring not
less than 105 cm and not more than 153 cm in length
and not less than 3 cm and not more than 5.1 cm in
diameter (MMR 28(1)(b)).

Use of the hakapik

A hakapik may be used to kill a seal by striking the seal
on the forehead until its skull has been crushed (MMR
28 (2), Figure 4).

If a blink reflex test on a struck or shot seal elicits a
blink, the hakapik or club is to be used to strike the seal
on the forehead until the skull has been crushed and a
subsequent blink reflex test confirms that the seal is
dead.

Hakapiks are also used to drag seal carcasses or pelts
across the ice, with the spiked end of the hakapik
hooked through the lower jaw or eye socket (Figure 5).
Some sealers have stated that a hakapik is an important
tool for safety on the ice, for example, to haul
themselves out of the water after falling in (SCOFO
2007).

Figure 3. Modern hakapik ferrule, purchased in
Magdalen Islands, March 2005.

Figure 4. Modern hakapik in use for killing
seal. Canadian seal hunt, 2006. © IFAW /
Stewart Cook

Figure 2. Traditional hakapik ferrule. © IFAW

Figure 5. Hakapik in use to drag a carcass across the
ice. © IFAW / Stewart Cook
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Figure 6.  Use of the spiked end of the
hakapik to kill a seal. Canadian seal
hunt, 2007. © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Figure 8.  Modern hakapik in use, Canadian seal
hunt, 2006.  The seal is not going to be struck on the
forehead.  © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Figure 7.  Modern hakapik in use, Canadian seal hunt,
2006.  The seal is not going to be struck on the forehead. 
© IFAW / Stewart Cook

Comments

The current MMR do not specify which end of the
hakapik is to be used to strike the seal. Observers report,
and photographic evidence shows, the spiked end of the
hakapik – not the blunt end – being used in some cases
to strike  a live seal (Figure 6).  It is unlikely that such a
blow would sufficiently crush a seal’s skull to induce un-
consciousness and insensibility.  Norwegian sealing
regulations, on the other hand, specify that only the
butt end of the tool may be used to crush the skull.

Under the Canadian regulations, it is not forbidden to
strike seals anywhere other than on the forehead with
the hakapik. Seals are often struck on the snout,
shoulders, or other areas of the body (Figures 7, 8),
resulting in trauma and injury but not unconsciousness
or death. In contrast, Norwegian regulations expressly
prohibit striking a seal with a hakapik anywhere but on
the skull (NAMMCO 2004).

The hakapik is not advised for killing adult seals, but
no wording in the MMR prevents this. In contrast,
Norwegian regulations expressly prohibit the use of the
hakapik on adult seals which have not been shot
(NAMMCO 2004).

The requirements for the weight of the hakapik ferrule
in Canada are 15% lighter than current Norwegian
requirements (NAMMCO 2004).

As noted at the outset, the hakapik was designed and
originally used to kill whitecoat harp seal pups (pups
less than 2 weeks of age).  It is now prohibited to kill
whitecoat seals in Canada, and the hakapik is currently
used primarily on seals aged 3 weeks to 3 months of age
(known as “beaters”, Figure 9).  In addition to the
physical differences between these age classes of seals,
there are behavioural differences that are likely to affect
the efficacy and humaneness of the hakapik as a killing
tool. 

When whitecoat harp seals feel threatened, they often
display a fear paralysis. Their bodies become stiff and
their heads are retracted into the fat sheath that
encompasses their body (Lydersen and Kovacs 1999),
providing a stationary and motionless target for sealers.
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Club

The club has always been permitted as a killing tool
under Canadian sealing regulations (Figures 10, 11).
Over the years, the maximum permissible length of the
club has increased, the weight requirement has been
dropped, and the requirements for the club to be of
hardwood, and “round” in shape have been added. 

Physical Specification of the Club

The current MMR require the following specifica-
tions for a club used to kill seals. Sealers must use: 

a round club made of hardwood that
measures not less than 60 cm and not
more than 1 m in length and that, for
at least half of its length, beginning at
one end, measures not less than 5 cm
and not more than 7.6 cm in
diameter (MMR 28(1)(a)).

Use of the Club

A club may be used to kill a seal by striking the seal on the
forehead until its skull has been crushed (MMR 28(2)).

Figure 10. Sealer using club on a whitecoat. Canadian
seal hunt, year unknown  (archive photo). © IFAW

Beater harp seals, on the other hand, are more alert and
agonistic, and will display postures such as head-raising,
mouth opening, changes in vocal behaviour, and
directed locomotion towards the water’s edge (Kovacs
1987, Figures 7, 9).

When threatened, beater seals often rear back their
heads in a “high threat” posture (Kovacs 1987), making
it difficult for a sealer to strike the animal cleanly on the
forehead (see for e.g., Figures 11, 16, 18, 20, and 23).

Whereas whitecoat seals are reluctant to enter the water,
beater seals are much more mobile, and some will
willingly enter the water at this time, while others will
not. Active and mobile animals are more difficult to
strike on the forehead with a hakapik, and injured
animals are more likely to escape into the water.

Differences in behaviour between whitecoat and beater
harp seals have not been examined with regards to their
effect on the efficacy or humaneness of the hakapik as
a killing tool for beater seals.

If a blink reflex test on a struck or shot seal elicits a
blink, the hakapik or club is to be used to strike the
seal on the forehead until the skull has been crushed
and a subsequent blink reflex test confirms that the
seal is dead (MMR 28(4)).

Comments

Although the use of the club does not appear to be
as prevalent as the hakapik, “squared” clubs are still
seen in use (Figure 12).

Like the hakapik, clubbing was originally used for
whitecoat harp seals and blueback hooded seals. Its
efficacy in killing beater harp seals has not been
adequately examined.

Figure 9. Beater harp seal displaying head-raising behaviour.
Photo © IFAW.
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Figure 12. Sealer with club. This club appears to be an older, “squared” club, not “rounded” as currently required by the MMR.
Canadian seal hunt, 2002. © IFAW / Stewart Cook 

Figure 11. Sealer using club to strike a beater harp seal.  Canadian seal hunt, 2003 .  © IFAW / Stewart Cook
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Firearms

Rifles were first specified in the Regulations for killing
seals in 1966, with further criteria for rifles set out in
1967. In 1993, additions to the MMR specified the
gauge of ammunition to be used when sealing with a
firearm.

Physical specifications of firearms and
ammunition

The current Marine Mammal Regulations permit the
shooting of seals by use of:

a rifle and bullets that are not full
metal-jacketed that produce a muzzle
velocity of not less than 1,800 feet per
second and a muzzle energy of not
less than 1,100 foot pounds (MMR
28(1)(c)); or 

a shotgun of not less than 20 gauge
and rifled slugs. (MMR 28(1)(d)).

Use of Firearms

In Canada’s commercial seal hunt, old and young seals
are shot both on the ice and in the water (Figure 13).
Sealers claim that seals are shot from a maximum of
40m (Daoust  and Cattet 2004), or 50m (NAMMCO
2004).

Comments

Shooting of seals has been connected with higher
“struck and lost” rates (e.g. Lavigne 1999, Sjare and
Stenson 2002). The Royal Commission on Seals  and
Sealing noted that “in any large-scale operation some
proportion of seals will merely be wounded” (RCOSS
1986).

Loss rates for young seals taken on the ice are estimated
to vary from 0% to 1.9%, and from 0% to 10.0% when
shot in the water. Seals greater than one year of age have
loss rates of 0%-4.9% when taken on the ice and
13.8%-50.0% when shot in the water (Sjare and
Stenson 2002). The government of Canada currently
estimates struck and lost rates at 5% for seals under one
year of age, and 50% for older seals (Stenson 2005).

Figure 13. Sealer shooting seals using a rifle with scope. Scopes
are not mandatory under the MMR. Canadian seal hunt, Gulf
of St. Lawrence, 2006. © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Reduced ice coverage in the Gulf of St. Lawrence in
recent years (Johnston et al. 2005, Friedlaender et
al. 2007) is likely to mean that in areas where seals
would normally be hunted with a club or hakapik
on large ice floes, many seals are now being shot on
small pans of ice. As a result, higher struck and lost
rates are likely.

Recent veterinary panels have stated that “shooting
seals in open water can never be humane” (Burdon
et al. 2002),  and have recommended that “seals not
be shot in water, or in any circumstance when it is
possible that the carcass cannot be recovered”
(Smith 2005).  In spite of these urgings, the
Canadian government did not consider this
recommendation in its most recent review of the
Marine Mammal Regulations (DFO 2007a).

In contrast, Norwegian sealing regulations prohibit
the shooting of seals in the water. Only marksmen
who have passed a shooting proficiency test may
shoot seals during the hunt, and a new test must be
taken prior to each hunting season. Norwegian
regulations also require that rifles be inspected and
approved by a gunsmith before sailing, and sighted
in with the ammunition to be used. 
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Boat hook or Gaff

Gaffs were described in the 1966 regulations as a tool
for killing seals, with the stipulation that it be “not less
than four feet in length and four pounds in weight”
(Figure 14). The killing of seals with gaffs was banned
in 1967.

Today, the Canadian Department of Fisheries and
Oceans defines a gaff on its website as a “pole with large
hook on the end” (DFO 2007b, Figure 15). The terms
“boat hook” and “gaff ” are often used interchangeably
(see, for e.g. Newfoundland and Labrador Heritage),
both terms referring to a stick with a large hook on the
end. A gaff is normally used to land large fish or seals,
whereas a boat hook is used to pull or push a boat
(Barber 1998). 

The Dictionary of Newfoundland English
acknowledges the gaff ’s historical use as a tool for
sealing, defining it as:

gaff. n  1. A type of boat-hook with a
wooden handle, used for various
fisheries purposes. 2. A stout pole, 5-8
feet (1.4 – 2.4 m) long with an iron
hook and spike fastened to one end,
used to assist a sealer on the ice and to
kill seals. 

gaff v 2. To kill or stun a seal with a
blow from the sealer’s iron shod club
or ‘gaff ’ (Story et al., 1983).

Although gaffs have not been legal tools for killing seals
in Canada for 40 years, they continue to be used in
Canada’s commercial seal hunt (Figures 16 – 18).

Figure 14. Traditional sealing gaff and gaff head, circa 1970.
Photos from Canadian Museum of Civilization. 

Tools used in Canada’s commercial seal
hunt that are not described in the Marine
Mammal Regulations.

Figure 15. Modern gaff for sale on internet. 

Figure 16. Sealer using a gaff to kill seals. Canadian seal hunt
2003. © IFAW / Stewart Cook
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Figure 19. Unknown tool being used to kill a seal. It is possible
that this sealer is using the ‘handle’ end of a hakapik to strike the
seal. Canadian seal hunt, March 2006. © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Other tools used in Canada’s commercial
seal hunt

A wide variety of other tools are frequently observed
being used to kill seals during the Canadian commercial
seal hunt (Figures 19-24).

Figure 20. Sealer using unknown tool to kill seals. Cana-
dian seal hunt, 2004. © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Figure 17. Sealer using a gaff to kill seals. Canadian seal hunt 2003. 
© IFAW / Stewart Cook

Figure 18. Sealer using a gaff to kill seals. Canadian seal hunt
2004. © IFAW / Stewart Cook
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Figure 22. Sealer using unknown tool. Canadian seal hunt,
2004. © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Figure 21. Sealer using unknown tool (possibly a broken hakapik) to
kill seals. Canadian seal hunt, 2005. © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Figure 23. Sealer using unknown tool to kill seals. Canadian seal
hunt, 2004. © IFAW / Stewart Cook

Figure 24. This sealer appears to be using a “pole” to kill a seal.
The Dictionary of Newfoundland English refers to poles as 
traditional sealing tools. Photo extracted from video, Canadian
seal hunt, 1998. © IFAW

pole. a) A long, stout stick of wood, shod with iron, used to fend
ice-pans from bow of sealing vessel.  b) 5-8 ft (1.5 - 2.4m) stick
with an iron hook and spike fastened to one end, used to assist
sealer on the ice and kill seals; BAT n; GAFF n. (Story et al.
1983).
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Discussion

Canada’s commercial seal hunt has been described by
the current Canadian Fisheries Minister as “the best
regulated hunt in the world” (Hearn 2006a), and that
“there isn't one hunt of any animal herd in the world ...
monitored as closely or done as humanely as the present
seal hunt” (Hearn 2006b).  

Each year, however, observers of Canada’s commercial
seal hunt report a wide variety of instruments used in
the killing of seals, not all of which appear to conform
to the Marine Mammal Regulations.  Such incidents are
routinely captured on video or in still photographs, such
as the images included in this report. The images
provide evidence that sealers do not always comply with
Canada’s Marine Mammal Regulations and that the
Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans is
unable, or not highly motivated, to enforce those
regulations. 

Although hakapiks, clubs and firearms are used to kill
the beater harp seal pups, which currently account for
over 96% of the animals killed, there are few data to
provide accurate estimates of the numbers of seals killed
using each tool. And, while the use of other tools not
prescribed in the MMR has been easy to document,
there are no data to estimate the proportion of seals
killed by each of these illegal instruments.

This report also draws attention to the fact that the tools
used to kill beater harp seals in today’s hunt –
particularly hakapiks and clubs – are the same tools that
were used to kill whitecoats in Canada’s commercial seal
hunt prior to 1987.  Beater seals are considerably more
active and mobile than whitecoats, and killing
whitecoats with a strike to the forehead may not be the
same as trying to kill a beater using the same (or similar)
tools and techniques. There is no evidence, however,
that efficacy of these tools to dispatch beater seals
humanely has ever been examined.

Finally, it is often assumed that Canada’s commercial
harp seal hunt operates using the same tools and
techniques as does Norway’s commercial hunt for harp
seals. Even from the present cursory examination, it is
clear that there are differences, for example, between the
modern Canadian hakapik and the one used in Norway.

It is also clear that the regulations governing the use
of hakapiks and firearms differ between Canada and
Norway.  Norwegian regulations appear to be much
more stringent than Canada’s MMR. One cannot
assume, therefore, that observations made of
Canada’s commercial seal hunt will apply to sealing
in Norway.  Similarly, generalizations made about
sealing in Norway may not apply in the context of
Canada’s commercial seal hunt. 

Far from being the “best regulated hunt in the
world”, Canada’s commercial seal hunt may not
even be the best regulated seal hunt in the world.
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